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ABSTRACT:  A maid or housemaid or maidservant is a female domestic worker. We create a website which is helpful to 

search a maidservant on a click. Using this website one can see all the available maids as per their requirement. User can view 

complete profile of maids and shortlist as per their preference. User can contact with the maid on phone or meet her personally. 

We also provide safety. We can check all the background details of every maid. We are making this website for maid but it's 

convenient for client. one website but dual scope. In our system we can easily detect the best maid on internet. The main 

purpose of our website is to hire a domestic help on a click of button. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 
We are known that how much time consuming process is of searching for maid.Our site helps the customer for finding the 

best maid. Our site also provides facility that customer has to directly do the payment process to the maid instead of 

paying the admin. 

In our system there are main three modules: 

• Admin 

• Maid  

• Customer 

Now we can focus on the project characteristics. Essentially the aim of project is to hire a domestic help on a click of 

button. 

This allows the customer to view complete profile of maid and shortlist as per their preference. 

We provide maids for different household chores with their categories such as cooking, cleaning, babysitting, eldercare 

etc. 

User can see complete profile of maid and shortlist the maid as per their requirement.  

It is complete white label maid finder software solution for entrepreneurs looking to get into the on-demand home 

services/home cleaning 

Get daily home cleaning work (sweeping, mopping, utensils cleaning) to deep cleaning (dusting, window cleaning) work 

done in a single service. All of this at affordable. 

 
II RELATED WORKS 

 
 We create a website which is helpful to search a maidservant on a click. Using this website one can see all the available maids 

as per their requirement. User can view complete profile of maids and shortlist as per their requirement. User can view complete 

profile of maids and shortlist as per their preference. User can contact with the maid on phone or meet her personally. We also 

provide safety. We are making this website for maid but it’s convenient for client. One website but dual scope. In our system we 

can easily detect the best maid on internet. 

   The main purpose of our website is to hire a domestic help on a click of button. 

 

User Characteristics: This website is user friendly. Since user can directly access the website from anywhere while they have an 

internet connection and some basic knowledge of English. 

 

Software System Attributes: 1.Security: Only authorized user will be able to access their account on website by entering the 

correct login id and corresponding password. 
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III PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Proposed System Architecture 

 
There is no any maid providing sites available for the customer in Satara so we are designing a website that is “Maid on your 

demand”. In existing system customer can search maid manually and it is very time consuming process. So we are trying to 

provide a new online interface for the maids as well as customers. Using our website there is no need to search for maid 

physically as they are available on our site with different categories for household chores.  

 
IV CONCLUSION AND SCOPE 

Conclusion: 
    This site helps to make easy life. In manual system it is very difficult to find maid but in online system it makes very 

convenient. This site provides multiple types of maids.  

    This site is very useful for women’s. We create a website which is helpful to search a maidservant on a click. Using this 

website one can see all the available maids as per their requirement. User can view complete profile of maids and shortlist as 

per their preference. User can contact with the maid on phone or meet her personally. We also provide safety. We are making 

this website for maid but it's convenient for client one website but dual scope. In our system we can easily detect the best maid 

on internet. The main purpose of our website is to hire a domestic help on a click of button. 

 

Scope: 1.Reduce time in searching maid: As we see there are lots of people waste their time in searching maid. Everyone want 

secure maid for domestic help. Our system help in consuming time also secure maid for customer 

 

2. No advance payment: There is a no need to pay a maid before she is selected. System provides facility pay only after the 

maids joins. Customer can interact with maid and then decide to take service. 

 

3. No need to wait for maid to come for interview: When we search maid then we meet her personally. We provide maids after 

checking all background details. 

 

4. Multiple options are available: We provide many services. Customer can select any maid as per which services they want. 

Our system provides multiple options. 
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